Long term stability of culvert and sewer pipes can depend on successful performance of the joints connecting individual pipe barrels. However, little research has been conducted to determine the expected demands across the joint (the vertical shear force transferred and the rotation or bending moments passed from one pipe to the next). This study involved extensive laboratory testing of reinforced concrete, corrugated steel and thermoplastic pipes to establish behaviour under simulated vehicle load. The action of a single wheel pair was determined to be most critical. The response generating maximum joint rotation was examined with wheels located over the joint, and other locations were then examined which generate shear force across the joint.

Data for the different pipe systems at two different burial depths demonstrated the nature of joint behaviour in the rigid (reinforced concrete) and flexible (corrugated steel and thermoplastic) culverts. Finite element analysis was then used to examine behaviour of the 0.6m (24 in.) reinforced concrete pipe. Techniques for modeling the rubber gasket were used to establish that gasket stiffness has little impact on longitudinal deformations. Calculations for deformations along the pipe and strains in the bell (female) and spigot (male) components of the joint were compared to measurements, to establish the effectiveness of the calculation procedures.

Reinforced concrete, corrugated steel and high density polyethylene pipe culverts prior to burial; joints are located midway across the test pit.

Buried PVC pipe with gasket-ed bell and spigot joint being tested under a simulated wheel pair using the large actuator and reaction frame at the GeoEngineering Laboratory at Queen’s.

The test results demonstrated how concrete pipes behave like rigid links connected by hinges (at the joints), and that response can conservatively be simplified by considering two pipes connected by a single joint. The experiments performed on flexible pipes showed that response to surface loads was localized in the vicinity of the joint, and that conservative approximations could be developed considering two very long flexible pipes connected at a single joint. Simplified design equations for shear force, rotation and moment across culvert joints, resulting from vehicle and earth loads have since been developed.
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